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MISSION As a fiduciary we commit to excellence and 
high standards as we deliver tailored portfolios 
and financial planning to reduce risk, improving 
the probability of our clients’ success.

The first half of 2020 was certainly eventful. It has been 
said that there are “decades where nothing happens and 
then weeks where decades happen.” That quote seems 
apropos to recent events and with the quadrennial 
election season looming it is unlikely volatility will be 
reduced soon.

Our focus has been to determine which changes in the 
investment landscape are likely to be cyclical, and thus 
transitory, from those that are secular and require a 
change in strategy going forward. 

We believe that the most significant secular change is 
the market’s view on interest rates, both current and the 
outlook going forward. In early 2020, pre COVID-19, 
the ten-year US Treasury was yielding about 3.5% and 
the consensus was that rate would move gradually 
higher. Today, the ten-year is yielding less than .75%. 
The outlook on this benchmark interest rate has gone 
form “moving higher” to “lower for longer.” 

This change in current rates and outlook will have a 
significant impact on the expected returns of many 
retirement portfolios. We have been cautious on fixed 
income for some time, believing that the risk/reward 
was skewed in favor of risk. We had this outlook with 
rates in the 3’s, with rates under 1 our view is even more 
pessimistic. 

The question then becomes where we can invest this 
money to generate the returns necessary to fund a 
client’s retirement? 
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In the last few years, we have been trying to make our 
portfolios less fragile through not only asset 
diversification but also risk diversification. Many of 
our portfolios already include exposure to longevity 
risk, catastrophe bonds, long volatility, litigation 
finance, music royalties, tax liens, and others.

The change in interest rates, and their outlook, has 
made these investments more relevant than ever. In 
fact, the advisor’s role is going to be even more 
important in the current environment since the 
sourcing and vetting of non-standard assets will be 
instrumental to the success of a retirement portfolio. 

As a firm, we are committed to redoubling our efforts 
to finding these new investment vehicles. Many of our 
current offerings are not available to all our clients. 
Many have minimums and lock-up periods, which 
preclude us from prudently adding them to some 
portfolios. Our goal is to source more of these vehicles 
so that we can both improve diversification and have 
wider distribution across the full range of our client 
base. 

As always, we appreciate your business and welcome 
your input. For those who have yet to visit our new 
website at www.sterneckcapital.com, we encourage 
you to do so as we continue to add content to the 
resources section. We also thank all of you who 
participated in our recent social media contest and 
encourage any of you who don’t yet follow us on 
Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn to do so. 
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HOW COVID-19 IS EFFECTING YOUR INSURANCE COVERAGES?
BY ROBIN STERNECK, PRESIDENT (Source:  Robert E. Miller Group)

Since insurance plays an important role in all of our overall financial planning and stability, we will periodically 
include updates on this area of interest   As all industries adjust to the changing landscape, many insurance carriers 
are offering mid- year and other real-time election change opportunities. Here are highlights of a few:          

Dependent Care FSA Changes:  If you are interested in stopping or reducing your contributions to a dependent care 
FSAs while your child’s school or daycare is closed, generally, this would be an allowable, qualified change, as long as 
it’s included in the cafeteria plan document (which it almost always is). Employees also may want to begin, 
increase or redirect dependent care FSA funding to pay a private childcare provider while their kids are out of school 
due to mandatory closings. This would be allowed, too. Just make sure the private provider is not a family member 
under age 19, the child’s parent or the employee’s spouse. The provider also must supply a social security number 
and reasonable documentation of the expense, which can sometimes be an issue when a family member is 
providing the care. 

Health Care FSA Changes: Since many health care organizations canceled elective surgeries and other procedures 
while they responded to the early months of the Pandemic,  you may now have an over-funded health care FSAs. 
Unfortunately, under the current regulations, surgery or treatment cancellations don’t qualify as status changes, and 
employees are not able to top or recover contributions. This is something that future legislation may address.  

The Effects of Furloughs or Leaves: Section 125 allows employees to change their benefits elections midyear based on 
changes to their employment or hours worked. This includes what coverages they have and how much they 
contribute to their health and dependent care FSAs. Reduced hours, furloughs and leaves forced by the COVID-19 
situation could thus qualify employees to alter their elections, consistent with the nature of the change in 
employment status.

It is important to note that these possible work status options aren’t just a matter of whether employees should be 
allowed to change their benefits elections. The further issue is how long they are allowed to do so during an 
extended leave, layoff or furlough.  Some employers who want to continue providing health coverage during a 
short-term leave or furlough, for example  may require employees to work a certain number of hours for eligibility or 
otherwise dictate how long they may be out before eligibility is lost. For fully insured plans, most carriers have 
relaxed their eligibility requirements. Check with your broker or insurance company to see how your carrier are 
handling these issues.

Special Enrollment Windows:  Some insurers are offering special enrollment windows and  waivers in response to the 
crisis.  It’s  critical to ensure these changes comply with Section 125 requirements which is also something your 
employer or Insurance broker can confirm. 

While the impetus for these potential changes is not something we could have predicted or wanted, some are 
opportunities that should be considered as we respond in a financially responsible way to the situation. Please let us 
know if we can provide you with any assistance or connect you with experts in the insurance space.      

ALREADY TOOK YOUR 2020 REQUIRED MINIMUM DISTRIBUTION (RMD)?
BY AUSTIN DRAKE 

If you've already taken this year's RMD, the IRS confirmed you can reinvest it as a result of The CARES Act rollover 
relief.  You have until 8/31/2020 to roll RMD funds back into the tax advantaged retirement account for 
reinvestment.    This   rollover    period  extension

Note: Sterneck Capital does not provide tax advice. This 
material is for informational purposes only. Please consult 
your tax advisor. If you do decide to reinvest your 2020 RMD, 
please contact us for guidance on the process. 

also applies to  beneficiaries of qualified 
retirement accounts. Additionally, this 
repayment is not subject to the one rollover 
per 12-month period limitation and restriction.     




